The Apache Software Foundation Announces Apache® Pinot® as a Top-Level Project[2] [Ed: More Microsoft entryism in Apache][3]! Apache "incubation": we cannot (or can barely) get anyone but ourselves to use this bad code, partly because people know we control it, so let’s pretend it is now a “community” thing...

The Apache Software Foundation (ASF), the all-volunteer developers, stewards, and incubators of more than 350 Open Source projects and initiatives, announced today Apache® Pinot® as a Top-Level Project (TLP).

Nokia adds SR Linux data center network operating system to public container registry for testing[4]

The company announced its Data Center Fabric solution two years ago, built on its Service Router Linux OS.

Kubernetes and Cloud-Native Operations[5]

SUSE supports Guerbet’s fast-paced growth, keeping operating costs low[6] [Ed: SUSE is ‘shilling’ SAP’s proprietary software again][7]

How to Sync Firefox Bookmarks, Tabs, History, and Passwords Across Devices[8]
Firefox comes with a feature that allows you to sync your browsing data across multiple devices. This is very useful, especially if you use Firefox on different Windows, Mac, Linux, Android, or iOS devices. Here we show you how to sync Firefox bookmarks, tabs, history and passwords across all devices you are using.
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